KENWYN CHURCH, TRURO
CORNWALL, TR1 3DR
Trail for children
(and accompanying adults)
Explanatory notes and answers are available
YOUR NAME

Start the trail at the grey arrow
Follow the numbers from 1-14.

1 PICTURE OF THE LAST SUPPER

2 STRIPEY ROPES

someoneare
pulls
on one of the ropes they ring a
Explanatory notes When
and answers
available

Who is the person in the centre of the picture?

B_ _ _.

J____

How many other people can you see?

3

Look up at the ropes.
How many ropes can you
count? __
(This will tell you how
many bells there are.)

__

VICARS

EAST

In what year did the first vicar
come here?
ALTAR

1_ __

4

Stand in the south transept
which is where the organ of
the church once was. What
can you see in the corner of
this space which is unusual?

CHANCEL

What was his name?

SOUTH TRANSEPT

It is a

F _ _ E_ LA _ E

Why do you think that it was
put here?

S_____ H___
NAVE

In what year did the present
vicar come here?

2___
What is his name?

CHR______ER
P____NS
5

PULPIT

Why is the pulpit raised above
the rest of the church?
__________________________
__________________________
What the main colour of the
cloth hanging at
the front of the
pulpit?
It may be a
different colour
from the one in
the picture.
____________

WEST
6

CARVED ANGEL

Find the carved
angel on the
stone pillar.
Finish the other
half of the
drawing
of the angel.

7

PASCHAL CANDLE

Find the Paschal Candle and
mark it on the plan of the
church with a letter P.
There is a letter A
above the cross
that you can see
on the candle.
Draw the shape
underneath the
cross. It is a Greek
letter.

________
Trail created by Truro Arts Society 2020

More questions on the back

8 ALTAR AND EAST
WINDOW

9

EAST

ORGAN PIPES

Find the metal round organ pipes
above the carved screen. What
goes through the organ pipes to
make the musical sounds? AIR or
WATER? Circle your answer.
Which pipes make the lowest
sound?
Longest?
Shortest?
(Tick your answer)

Walk up to the altar of the
church.
Look at the shiny silver cross
behind the altar.
What letters do you see to the
left of the cross?
___
What letters do you see to the
right of the cross?
___

Draw an organ pipe inside this
box.

10 CEILINGS

11 FONT

Look at the rafters of the ceiling in the nave. What
would they remind you of if they were the other way
up?

The font is used for Baptism. What stone is it made
from? There is a lot of this stone in Cornwall.

A boat?

What kind of bird is carved on the
wooden lid of the font?

A house?
A bridge?

GR _ _ _ T _

D___

What is put into the bowl beneath
the lid when someone is baptised?

W ____

12 ARCHES

13 I SPY

Look at the row of arches which go from the front of
the church to the back of the church. How many can
you count?
_____

Tick each one of these when you have seen them in
the church.

Are they shaped more like the arch in drawing one or
drawing two?
Put a tick in the one
that you think is the
right answer.

A fireplace ___

A wooden carving ___

A chandelier for lights ___ Stained glass ___
A cross ___

The pulpit ___

A pew ___

The altar ___

14 YOUR THOUGHTS
Sit down in a pew for a moment and write down three or four things that you have seen and liked best in the
church today.

